
ISC Solved Paper, 2020*
Class-XII

English Paper - 2 (Literature)
(Prescribed Textbooks) 

(Maximum Marks: 100) 
(Time allowed: Three hours) 

(Candidates are allowed additional 15 minutes for only reading the paper.  
They must NOT start writing during this time.)

Answer one question from Section A and four questions from Section B.

In Section B choose questions on at least three textbooks which may include EITHER 

Shakespeare’s The Tempest OR Bernard Shaw’s Candida 

Note: You are required to select questions on one play only.

EITHER The Tempest OR Candida in Sections A and B.
The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets[ ].

SECTION 'A'
(Answer one question) 

THE TEMPEST – Shakespeare

 Question 1
  Choose two of the passage (a) to (c) and answer briefly the questions that follow:
  (a) Prospero : This blue-eyed hag was hither brought with child,
       And here was left by th’ sailors. Thou, my slave,
       As thou report’st thyself, was then her servant,
       And for thou wast a spirit too delicate
       To act her earthy and abhorr’d commands,
       Refusing her grand hests, she did confine thee,
       By help of her more potent ministers
       And in her most unmitigable rage,
       Into a cloven pine….
   (i) What leads Prospero to talk about the ‘blue-eyed hag’?  [1]
   (ii) Why was she brought to this island? [2]
   (iii) What account do we get of Ariel’s suffering in the cloven pine? Who had saved him and how? [2]
   (iv) How does Prospero describe the hag’s son? [2]
   (v) What does Prospero threaten to do to Ariel now? What effect does his threat have on Ariel? [2]
   (vi) Give the meanings of the following words in the context of the passage:  [1]
     Abhorr’d,  cloven
  (b) Caliban  : I prithee let me bring thee where crabs grow,
       And I with my long nails will dig thee pig-nuts,
       Show thee a jay’s nest, and instruct thee how
       To snare the nimble marmoset. I’ll bring thee
       To clust’ring filberts, and sometimes I’ll get thee
       Young scamels from the rock. Wilt thou go with me?

* Note: This paper is solely reference purpose  only. The format has now been modified by CISCE for March 2021 Examination.
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   (i) To whom is Caliban speaking these lines? [1]
   (ii) Briefly describe the circumstance under which he had met them. [2]
   (iii) Who does he think they are? Why? [2]
   (iv) To which other person had Caliban shown such a slavish attitude? What had the result been? [2]
   (v) How do his present listeners respond to his words? [2]
   (vi) Give the meanings of the following words as they are used in the context of the passage: [1]
     Snare, marmoset
  (c) Ariel : Thy thoughts I cleave to. What’s thy pleasure?
   Prospero : Spirit, we must prepare to meet with Caliban.
   Ariel : Ay, my commander. When I presented Ceres
       I thought to have told thee of it, but I fear’d
       Lest I might anger thee.
   Prospero : Say again, where didst thou leave these varlets?
   (i) For whom is the term 'varlets' being used? [1]
   (ii) What comical behavior of theirs does Ariel narrate now? [2]
   (iii) Where had these people been going? Why? [2]
   (iv) Where did Ariel leave them eventually? What did they do then? [2]
   (v) What does Prospero tell Ariel to do? Why? [2]
   (vi) Give the meaning of the following words as they are used in the context of the passage: [1]
     Cleave, verlets 

CANDIDA – George Bernard Shaw

 Question 2
  Choose two of the passage (a) to (c) and answer briefly the question which follow:
  (a) Morell :  (thoughtfully) Hm! Time for him to take another look at Candida before she grows out of his 

knowledge. (He resigns himself to the inevitable, and goes out).
        Lexy looks after him with beaming worship. Miss Garnett, not being able to shake  Lexy, relieves her 

feelings by worrying typewriter.
   Lexy :  What a good man! What a thorough loving soul he is!
        (He takes Morell’s place at the table, making himself very comfortable as he takes out a cigarette).
   Proserpine:  (Impatiently, pulling the letter she has been working at off the typewriter and folding it) Oh, 

a man ought to be able to be fond of his wife without making a fool of himself about her.
   Lexy  : (shocked) Oh, Miss Prossy!
   (i)  Who is Morell talking about? How does he react when he gets to know about the arrival of this person?

 [1]
   (ii) What advice has Morell given Lexy about marriage? [2]
   (iii) What does Proserpine say further to express her displeasure? [2]
   (iv)  When Lexy expresses unhappiness at Proserpine’s feeling against Candida, how does Prossy defend 

herself? [2]
   (v) Judging by Lexy’s disbelief, how does Proserpine condemn men’s ideas about women? [2]
   (vi) How does Lexy voice his regret then? [1]
  (b) Marchbanks :  (stopping her mysteriously) Hush! I go about in search of love; and I find it in unmeasured 

stores in the bosoms of others. But when I try to ask for it, this horrible shyness strangles 
me; and I stand dumb, or worse than dumb, saying meaningless things: foolish lies. And 
I see the affection I am longing for given to dogs and cats and pet birds, because they 
come and ask for it. (Almost whispering) it must be asked for: it is like a ghost: it cannot 
speak unless it is first spoken to. (At his usual pitch, but with deep melancholy) All the love 
in the world is longing to speak; only it dare not, because it is shy! shy! shy! That is the 
world’s tragedy. (With a deep sigh, he sits in the visitor’s chair and buries his face in his hands.)

   Proserpine  :  (amazed, but keeping her wits about her: her point of honor in encounters with strange young men) 
Wicked people get over that shyness occasionally, don’t they?

   (i) Where are Marchbanks and Proserpine? [1]
   (ii) How does Marchbanks offend Proserpine? [2]
   (iii) What are Marchbank's ideas of love? [2]
   (iv) What is ‘like a ghost’? Why has he used this reference? [2]
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   (v) What does Marchbanks tell about his shyness to Proserpine? [2]
   (vi) Does Marchbanks agree with Proserpine when she says that wicked people do not feel shy? [1]
  (c) Marchbanks  :  [Convulsively] Onions!
   Candida   :  Yes, onions. Not even Spanish ones: nasty little red onions. You shall help me to slice 

them. Come along.
        [She catches him by the wrist and runs out,
        Pulling him after her. Burgess rises in
        consternation, and stands aghast on the hearth-rug, 
        staring after them.]
   Burgess  : Candy didn’t oughter andle a hearl’s nevvy like that. Its goin too fur with it.
   (i) Why is Marchbanks disgusted by the onions? [1]
   (ii) Why had he been similarly agitated a little earlier? [2]
   (iii) How had Candida responded then ? [2]
   (iv) Why is Burgess shocked ? [2]
   (v) What does he get to know about Marchbanks soon?
   (vi) Why does Morell appear disinterested? [1]

SECTION 'B'
(Answer four question on at least three text books which may  

include EITHER The Tempest OR Candida) 
THE TEMPEST – Shakespeare

 Question 3
  Referring closely to Act IV, scene i:
  (a) Describe the blessings showered by Ceres and Iris on Miranda and Ferdinand. What is the significance of 

these blessings? [8]
  (b) What did Prospero tell Ferdinand just before the masque? What did he emphasize and how did Ferdinand 

answer him? [6]
  (c) What do you conclude about Prospero from the events that occur in the act? [6]
 Question 4 [20]
  Prospero refers to Caliban as “A devil a born devil”. In this context, evaluate the character and role of Caliban in 

the play.

CANDIDA – George Bernard Shaw

Question 5
  Referring closely to Act III of the play Candida:
  (a) Describe the conflict between Marchbanks and Morell regarding Candida. [8]
  (b) Desribe the auction that Candida initiates. Why do you think she terms it an auction? [6]
  (c) What is the reason for the choice made by her at the end of the play? [6]
 Question 6
  In the play Candida, show presents Candida as an unconventional woman. Discuss. [20]

THINGS FALL APART – Achebe

 Question 7
  Referring closely to the events, answer the following:
  (a) How is the Church established and what is the role of the white men in establishing it? [8]
  (b) Why does Nwoyi secretly become attracted to religion of the missionaries? What was his father’s  

reaction? [6]
  (c) Which circumstances had led to the suicide of Okonkwo? [6]
 Question  8
  How is the story about why mosquitoes buzz around people’s ears relevant to the novel? [20]
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 Question 9
  “His whole life was dominated by fear of failure and of weakness.” Do you think this is true of Okonkwo? Give 

your views with reference to the novel. [20]

CONTEMPLATIONS

 Question 10
  Referring closely to the essay ‘My Visions of India’, answer the following:
  (a) Relate the first and second vision of Dr. Kalam. [8]
  (b) What does he say about his third vision? [6]
  (c) How does Dr. Kalam co-relate his message with the message of J.F. Kennedy? [6]
 Question 11
  Referring closely to the essay On being Idle, discuss how the writer treats a light subject with a  

serious message. [20]
 Question 12
  In the essay On the Decay of The Art of Lying, what makes Mark Twain argue that “the Lie, as a Virtue, A Principle, 

is eternal”? According to Mark Twain, what is a silent lie? What example does he give to demonstrate a silent lie? 
Why does he oppose injurious truth and injurious lying? [20]

ECHOES

 Question 13
  Referring closely to the short story B. Wordsworth:
  (a) Describe the interaction between B. Wordsworth and the young narrator. [8]
  (b) What did the narrator learn from his friend? [6]
  (c) Do you feel that B. Wordsworth was an escapist? Give reasons for your answer.  [6]
 Question 14
  How does Roald Dahl depict the theme of obsession in the short story, The Sound Machine?  [20]
 Question 15
  How successful was the writer in bringing out the protagonist’s innate goodness in the short story,  

Salvatore? [20]

REVERIE 

 Question 16
  Referring closely to the poem Dover Beach:
  (a) Describe the moonlit scene described by the poet at the beginning of the poem. [8]
  (b) How does the poet introduce the note of melancholy and disturbance? In this context, what does he say 

about Faith? [6]
  (c) What does the poet say about the world in which he finds himself? What is the only hope left for mankind?

 [6]
 Question 17
  How is the power of the Music Makers brought out in We are the Music Makers? [20]
 Question 18
  The poem John Brown presents two attitudes to war. Describe the two attitudes. Which one do you sympathise 

with? Why? [20]

SOLUTIONS
SECTION 'A'

Answer 1
  (a)
   (i)  Ariel was requesting Prospero for freedom before the completion of the task assigned to him. Prospero 

wanted to remind him about his past before the arrival of Prospero on the island. He wanted to remind 
Ariel about how the witch Sycorax had tortured Ariel on the island.
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   (ii)  Sycorax was banished from Algiers for doing many types of mischiefs and dealing in black magic. The 
mischiefs were so terrible that those can’t be told to human beings. However, she had done one good 
deed because of which it was decided not to kill her but leave her on an uninhabited island.

   (iii)  Ariel was imprisoned in cloven pine for not obeying Sycorax’s orders. She died leaving Ariel as prisoner 
for life. Prospero had saved him after twelve years of suffering immense pain. Prospero opened the pine 
tree with his magic and let Ariel out.

   (iv) Prospero described the hag’s son, Caliban as someone not better than a dog with a spotted body.
   (v)   Prospero threatened Ariel by telling him that he will split an oak tree and make him a prisoner within its 

knotty roots for another twelve years. Ariel got terrified. He immediately begged pardon from Prospero 
and agreed to serve him.

   (vi) abhorr'd - evil
     cloven - split
  (b)
   (i)   Caliban is speaking these lines to Stephano and Trinculo.
   (ii)   The ship carrying Stephano and others was wrecked near an island. Stephano swam to the shore and 

was searching for other survivors when he came across his friend Trinculo, another passenger from the 
ship and Caliban.

   (iii)  Caliban thinks them to be heavenly persons. He thinks that Stephano is the man whose shadow is seen 
in the moon. He thinks so because his mistress, Miranda had pointed him out to Caliban.

   (iv)  Caliban had shown slavish attitude to Prospero. Prospero had made him fetch firewood, clean plates, 
wash dishes and the like.

   (v)   While Stephano is impressed by the words of Caliban, Trinculo does not believe a word. Stephano thinks 
that Caliban has truly accepted Stephano as his new master. On the other hand, Triculo thinks that 
Caliban will steal away the goods of his master when the master is asleep. There starts a bit of quarrel 
between the two friends, Stephano and Trinculo, on the matter of Caliban.

   (vi) snare - side
      marmoset - monkeys
  (c)
   (i) The term ‘varlets’ has been used for the three rogues – Stephano, Trinculo and Caliban.
   (ii)  Ariel narrated that their faces were flushed with drinking. They pretended to be brave and aimed blows 

in air. They stamped the ground for kissing their feet. They were determined for their plot to kill Prospero.
   (iii)  These people had been going through thorny briars, sharp furze bushes, prickly gorse and thorns 

towards Prospero’s house to kill him.
   (iv)  Ariel had left them in the pool near Prospero’s cell where they were covered with dirt and dirty water 

up to their chins.
   (v)   Prospero asked Ariel to remain invisible and bring some flashy garments of Prospero and set those 

clothes as a decoy to catch Stephano, Trinculo and Caliban.
   (vi) cleave - cling
      varlets - rogues
Answer 2
  (a)
   (i)  Morell is talking about his father-in-law, Burgess. He was surprised to hear that Burgess has come to meet 

them after many years on account of a quarrel with Morell.
   (ii)  Morell told Lexy that Heaven can be made on earth if a man is married to a good woman. He tells Lexy 

that marrying a good woman is the best way to repay heavens for a good life.
   (iii)  Proserpine said that Morell always talking about his wife Candida makes him look like a fool. This is 

because she considered Candida as a common place woman who has got good hair and a tolerable 
figure.

   (iv)  She said that she had no hard feelings against Candida. She considered Candida to be nice and good-
hearted. She also said that she is fond of Candida and can appreciate her real qualities far better than any 
man can.

   (v)   She said that men focus on mere emotions rather than on penetrating intellect. They are not aware of 
weaknesses of a woman. She thinks that men consider women as jealous of one another.

   (vi)  Lexy said that the woman should have equal knowledge of a man’s strengths as they have the knowledge 
of a man’s weaknesses.

  (b)
   (i) Marchbanks and Proserpine are in Morell’s office cum study.
   (ii)  Marchbanks was fiddling with Proserpine’s typewriter and when she returned pretended that he was 

looking outside the window. He also said that smart persons like Proserpine always had love affairs.
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   (iii)  Marchbanks considers love as the first need of human beings and the loudest cry of human heart but we 
shy in expressing our feelings towards love.

   (iv)  Love is like a ghost. He has used this as reference because he considers ghosts to be all around us but they 
do not show their presence. They need to be confirmed first that we know about their presence and then 
they speak to us.

   (v)  Marchbanks told Proserpine that people like him who are full of love are totally shy and cannot express 
their feelings easily to their beloved.

   (vi)  No, Marchbanks did not agree with Propserpine. He said that wicked people are those who cannot love 
and are therefore not shy.

  (c)
   (i)  Marchbanks was disgusted with onions as slicing onions made him cry.
   (ii)  He was agitated earlier because he considered Morell selfish and cruel as he himself preaches sermons 

but leaves his wife to do ugly household chores like cleaning boots and filling lamps.
   (iii)   Candida defended Morell by telling Marchbanks that Morell had cleaned Candida's shoes a day back.
   (iv)    Candida had punished Marchbanks to clean her boots for wrongly accusing Morell. Burgess was 

shocked to hear Candida saying so as he thought Marchbanks as a poet who is not used to such types 
of chores.

   (v)    Burgess soon learnt that Marchbanks was a nephew of an Earl.
   (vi)   Morell appeared disinterested as he was busy writing a telegram.

SECTION 'B'
Answer 3
  (a)   Iris enters and asks Ceres to appear at Juno’s wish, to celebrate “a contract of true love.” Ceres appears, 

and then Juno enters. Juno and Ceres together bless the couple, with Juno wishing them honor and riches, 
and Ceres wishing them natural prosperity and plenty. These blessings ensured Prospero about the future 
happiness of the couple.  The blessings are important as the conduction of this masque tells that though 
Prospero was not happy with what Ferdinand’s father, Alonso did to him, yet he was happy to bless the 
marriage of Ferdianand with his daughter Miranda. This is so because he had tested love of Ferdinand. 
Ferdinand had shown that he can go to any extent just to get a look of Miranda. Prospero was confident that 
such a man will never betray the love of his daughter.

  (b)   Prospero, being satisfied with Ferdinand, who has well stood the test, formally engages his daughter to 
him. He told that he was happy that Ferdinand has successfully completed his test. He told Ferdinand that 
he wanted to ensure first whether Ferdinand actually loved Miranda or was just infatuated towards her. 
Prospero also warned him to be careful to preserve sanctity of love until they are married. He did not want 
Ferdinand to take her as his wife until they are properly married.

  (c)  Prospero has all reasons to take revenge upon his enemies. However, he chooses the path of forgiveness. He 
resolves to forgive his enemies if they are repentant of their past evil deeds.  Prospero is wise and extremely 
resourceful because he has magical powers. His wisdom makes him tolerant and charitable at the end of the 
play. However, he never reconciled completely with his brother. He treats him with studied contempt and 
neglect. He only gave him a brief verbal pardon and otherwise hardly addresses a word to him. In reality, 
there is anger against his enemies beneath the grant of pardon.  He becomes a terrible old man. But he is also 
a noble, kind and generous person. He forgives all his enemies. Moreover, his forgiveness is not only solemn 
and judicial but also abstract and impersonal. He does not act against his own noble deeds.

Answer 4
    Caliban is the spirit of earth. He is a deformed creature. He is born as an illegitimate son of a witch, Sycorax. 

He is a savage beast working under the command of Prospero. He works as a slave to the latter. He hates 
Prospero and curses him but has no choice other than to follow his commands. The tendency of hatred and 
disgust towards him develops in the viewers. His attempt to outrage the modesty of innocent Miranda is 
beyond disgust. 

    He is a cunning conspirator and conspires with Trinculo and Stephano to kill Prospero on the first chance he 
gets. He is more active, efficient and eager than his companions. He lays the detailed plan for the murder of 
Prospero. 

    He has a savage and wild nature. In spite of being all these, he has a natural liking for poetry. He loves the 
beauty and music of nature. 

    He arouses the sympathy of the viewers as he has been enslaved by Prospero who is reduced to a low level by 
his greed for revenge. Caliban hates his slavery and wants to attain freedom at any cost. He curses Prospero 
for commandeering the island. 

    His simplicity becomes apparent when he is taken in by the bravado of Stephano. But when Stephano and 
Trinculo get attracted by mere trumpery and become indifferent to the plan of murdering Prospero, his 
admiration for Stephano turns into disgust. 
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    He realises his mistake in taking the drunkard as a God and worshipping him. He considers it better to serve 
Prospero than to serve Stephano.

Answer 5
  (a)  The man versus man conflict is played as Marchbanks becomes enamoured of Candida, Morell's wife, and 

sings her praises night and day in his dramatically poetic style. Marchbanks contends that Morell is too 
commonplace and unelevated in spirit to see what a goddess and poetic inspiration he has for a wife, thus 
making Morell wholly inadequate in giving her the praise and admiration she needs. The conflict is pushed 
to the limits and Candida must make a choice between the two. Morell makes fun of his dreamland by calling 
it as fit for lazy, selfish and useless to which Marchbanks retorts by calling it as fit for beautiful, free and 
happy. He accuses him of preaching and leaving his wife for scrubbing. Marchbanks said that Morell had 
used Candida’s scrubbing brush for polishing boots. 

  (b)  The second half of Act III of Candida is generally referred to as the auction scene. For in it, Morell asks 
Candida to choose between him and Marchbanks. This offends Candida and she angrily asks, “It is quite 
settled that I must belong to one or the other.” It means that she is up for auction and so she ironically calls 
them, “her lords and masters” and asked them what they have to offer for her, what are their bids for her. In 
the rest of the scene, they make their bids and Candida makes her choice. Hence, it is for this reason that this 
part of the Act is called the ‘auction scene’. 

    The auction scene is the climax of the play. Everything that has happened till now leads up to this scene and 
what follows is the finale of this scene. Candida’s choice is significant because it reveals her own character as 
well as throws light on the character of Morell and Marchbanks.

  (c)  Candida says that Morell is weaker than Marchbanks because Morell is emotionally dependent on her 
and he cannot lead his life without her. But Marchbanks, who is considered to be a helpless young man, is 
stronger than Morell because he can stand on his feet without Candida. To Marchbanks, his rejection is more 
acceptable than the pleasures of married life. 

Answer 6
    Candida is the title character of the play. She has been portrayed as an angel for Morell (her husband), an 

adorable beauty for Lexy, and a divine creature for Marchbanks. However, she is not liked by Proserpine. 
    Candida is a frank and truthful woman having a bold character. She is not only physically attractive and 

beautiful but also intelligent and moral. She is around 33 years of age and is well built. 
    The play focuses to bring out the maternal aspect of her character as she acts like a mother not only of her 

children but also of Morell and Marchbanks. 
    Morell is deeply in love with her and is very satisfied about his happy married life, which he acknowledges to 

Lexy also. Candida too, is a loving housewife. She takes care of her husband and is devoted to his happiness. 
She tries to take the burden of household chores and relaxes Morell from them. She wants him to focus on 
his preaching and addressing the people. Although she is mildly interested in Marchbanks, still orders him 
to leave their house when she found that Marchbanks is a source of worry for Morell. She is an excellent host 
too. 

    She is an intelligent woman. She understands the truth of her husband’s popularity as a speaker. She tells 
him that people listen but do not understand and follow his words, preaching and sermons. 

    At some instances she seems to play with feelings of Marchbanks. However, she blindly trusts him. Even 
when she was all alone at home with Marchbanks, she maintained the decency between the two. This was 
the reason she becomes outraged when Morell suspects her.

    She has a special individuality of hers. She breaks the myth of Morell that she is dependent on him and 
makes him realize the fact that it is Morell who is actually dependent on her. He is the Master of the house 
because she has made him so. She mocks him as even weaker than Marchbanks. She is superior to both 
Morell and Marchbanks as both of them accepted her choice without any retaliation. She truly represents 
‘New Age Women’.

Answer 7

  (a)  The missionaries arrive in Umuofia and ask for a plot of land to build their church. The village elders do not 
want the missionaries near the clan and decide to offer them a plot of land located in the Evil Forest. The Evil 
Forest is a forbidden, ominous place, where the clan buries individuals with diseases and is also used as the 
dumping ground for the powerful medicine men when they die. According to the villagers, the Evil Forest 
is a wicked, sinister place, where powerful dark spirits dwell, which is why they allow the missionaries to 
have as much land as they want. The villagers believe that they are harming the missionaries by offering 
them such a wicked plot of land and laugh at the missionaries, who appreciate the offer. Initially, the villagers 
believe that the missionaries will not survive more than four days in the Evil Forest and are shocked when 
none of the missionaries die after the first week. As time passes and the missionaries continue to survive in 
the Evil Forest, the villagers believe that the white men have extremely powerful magic that allows them to 
speak to evil spirits and survive in the forest. 
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  (b)  Okonkwo’s oldest son, struggles in the shadow of his powerful, successful and demanding father. He is 
sensitive and thoughtful, but he is also somewhat lazy and silky. Okonkwo is harsh with the boy, fearing 
that he will become like Unoka. Okonkwo continuously beats Nwoye, hoping to correct the faults that he 
perceives in him. Influenced by Ikemefuna, Nwoye begins to exhibit more masculine behavior, which pleases 
Okonkwo. However, he maintains doubts about some of the laws and rules of his tribe and eventually 
converts to Christianity, an act that Okonkwo criticizes as “effeminate”. Okonkwo believes that Nwoye is 
afflicted with the same weaknesses that his father, Unoka possessed in abundance.

  (c)  Okonkwo has always despised failure, he is fully invested in fighting. His greatest fear is to show weakness of 
any sort. For him, physical strength must subsume all other “types” of strength; indeed, there must never be 
a superstitious reliance on an earth goddess for one’s happiness in life. This is why Okonkwo advocates war 
against the white man. He can see no other way forward other than to fight. When his fellow Igbo neighbors 
refuse, Okonkwo commits suicide. 

Answer 8

    When Okonkwo sleeps in his obi after three days from the death of Ikemefuna, in the middle of night when 
he stretched himself and scratched his thigh where a mosquito had bitten him in his sleep. Another one 
was wailing near his right ear. He slapped the ear and hoped he had killed it. He was just thinking, why do 
mosquitoes always go for one’s ears? Just then he remembered that when he was a child his mother had told 
him a story about it, but it was as silly as women’s stories. “Once mosquito had asked ear to marry him. (Here 
mosquito is taken as masculine and ear as feminine). Whereupon the ear fell on the floor in uncontrollable 
laughter. “How much longer do you think you will live”, she asked, “You are already a Skeleton”. The 
mosquito went away humiliated, and every time he passed her way, he told ear that he was still alive that is 
why mosquito buzz in one’s ear always. 

    If we replace Unoka and Okonkwo with the ear and mosquito, you will notice that the ear (Okonkwo) is 
offended just by the sight of mosquito (Unoka) and didn’t want to do anything with him. Ear also called a 
mosquito weak by saying he would die within the week having accomplished nothing in the end. Mosquito 
survives and lingers around the ear, reminding him that he is still alive. One must be wondering how Unoka 
can still linger around when he is dead. Well that is what Nwoye is for. He has feminine qualities of his 
grandfather so faint (like a buzz of a mosquito) but strong enough for only Okonkwo to notice in shape of his 
son Nwoye. 

Answer 9

    The narrator gives us a concise portrait of the social organization of the Igbo society, including fear of the 
dark. We see that the town is not ruled by a chief, but by a general assembly of all the men. In effect, the Igbo 
have a Primitive democracy. We learn that yams are a staple food, and large store of yams indicates prosperity. 
We also learn that Umuofia prizes justice, and does not wage wars of conquest. Again the importance of 
language is emphasized, as the clan believes one can summon a snake just by speaking its name. There is also 
high level of social mobility. Unoka was a failure but Okonkwo reveals more of aggressiveness, which has 
brought him success in the traditional masculine arena of war.

    In the morning, the town’s best speaker gets everyone’s attention with a traditional cry and dramatically 
reveals the Mbaino’s crime, inspiring clan members to anger. His speech shows how language moves the clan 
to action, and we also get a glimpse of how their justice system works. The clan collectively decides what a 
fair punishment will be.

    The Umuofia have great respect for their Oracle, who often holds religious power in their decision-making. 
Okonkwo’s power is once again made evident by the respect shown to him by the Mbaino. The narrator also 
emphasizes again how ill-fated lkemefuna is by foreshadowing his doom.

    Ikemefuna’s fate here is decided by others–the elders, in this case. Okonkwo, with all the strength, becomes 
Ikemefuna’s protector.

    Okonkwo fears weakness, a trait that he associates with his father and with women. When Okonkwo was a 
child, another boy called his father Unoka as “Agbala”, which is used to refer to women as well as to men who 
have not taken a title. Because he dreads weakness, Okonkwo is extremely demanding about his family. He 
finds his twelve-year-old son, Nwoye to be lazy, so he beats and nags the boy constantly. He rules the house 
with a heavy fist and his wives, especially the youngest one, live in fear of his fiery temper. Basically he is not 
a cruel man but his whole life is dominated by the fear of failure, which he associated with gentleness and 
caring.

Answer 10

  (a)  The essay ‘My Visions for India’ is originally a speech delivered by Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, while addressing 
the young minds at the campus of IIT, Hyderabad on May 25th, 2011. It was an extremely inspiring speech in 
which he had outlined his visions for India. 
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    In the speech, Dr. Kalam has stated the three visions that he had held for India and has expressed the desire 
to bring those visions into concrete realities. Dr. Kalam’s First vision for India is to always live in freedom. 
Referring to the three thousand years old history of India, Dr. Kalam says that many people from all over the 
world had invaded India, be it Alexander, Greeks, British, Portuguese, etc. Yet India has never invaded any 
other nation just because India values the individuality of each and hence never believes in enforcing its way 
on other nations by grabbing other’s land, culture or history. 

   “It is this freedom that we must protect and nurture and build on. If we are not free, no one will respect us.” 

    Dr. Kalam’s second vision for India is regarding its development. He says that its been five decades that India 
has been a developing nation and he feels that it is time that we progress into becoming a developed nation. 
He says that the economic health of India is positive, poverty levels are decreasing and India’s achievements 
are being recognized globally too. Despite so many achievements, we still trail behind as a developing nation. 
Because we lack self-reliance and self assurance. Hence, we need to believe in ourselves and become one 
among the developed nations. 

  (b)  Stating his third vision, Dr. Kalam wishes India to be standing upto the world for he believes that only 
strength begets strength. To become a strong nation, the military power as well as the economic power should 
progress hand-in-hand. Only then can a nation be called ‘powerful in its true sense.’ 

   Hence, these are the visions that Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam had held for India.

  (c)  Dr. Kalam concludes his speech by making an appeal to all the Indians to contribute positively in the progress 
of the nation and taking it up to the level of other developed nations. Only then can the vision of having 
India as a 'developed nation' be lived in reality. Quoting J.F. Kennedy in India's context, Dr. Kalam says -  

   "Dear Indians"

    I am echoing J.F. Kennedy's words to his fellow Americans to relate to Indians ...."Ask what we can do for 
India and do what has to be done to make India what America and other western countries are today." "Let's 
do what India needs from us."

Answer 11

    In the very beginning of the essay ‘On Being Idle’ Jerome K. Jerome confesses about his lazy and idle nature. In 
a humorous tone he says that the subject of ‘being idle’ is something of which he holds immense knowledge. 
Recalling his childhood, he says how his home tutor would complain about Jerome being too lazy for he 
would work very little in a lot of time. Even Jerome’s grandma accepted his laziness in entirety and came to 
believe that he would never work more than what was required of him. Moreover, its likely in all possibilities 
for him to leave the work undone which is of great importance. All this was so, because Jerome was too lazy 
as a person. Though personally, Jerome had no complains about this trait of his. He rather says, 

   “Idling always has been my strong point. I take no credit to myself in the matter – it is a gift. Few possess it.” 

    Though Jerome speaks in favour of being ‘a genuine idler’ he believed that a very busy person can only relish 
the idle moments. In his opinion, the moments of idleness will be sweeter only for someone who is otherwise 
always busy. Such a person finds no pleasure in ‘doing nothing’ when he has no task in hand to work upon. 
For him, wasting time becomes a mere occupation which needs to be done compulsorily. Jerome says that to 
relish the sweetness of idleness, it should be stolen from the busy schedules. He says, 

   “Idleness, like kisses, to be sweet must be stolen.” 

    Jerome confesses that indolence is partaken only during times when it is least required of him. Idling around 
for the mere sake of it, somehow dilutes the whole concept. He says, 

   “I like idling when I ought not to be idling, not when it is the only thing I have to do.” 

    To relish idling, one must be completely occupied and engrossed in fulfilling certain note or duty in a limited 
span of time. For instance, the time when he wishes to stand by the fire place calculating how much he owns, 
should be the time when he has heaps of letters on hand which need to be answered by the time the next post 
is released. Further speaking on his stance, he says, he prefers to dawdle longest over his dinner when he has 
a long evening ahead of him, loaded with works that need to be attended to. He loves to sleep on extra hour 
when he is expected to be up and running for some urgent work at that very instance. 

    Hence, this thrill of stealing the idle moments during the busiest hour of the day is what he prefers and is 
something that every ‘genuine idler’ relishes over.

Answer 12

    In the essay ‘On the Decay of the Art of Lying’, Mark Twain has spoken about the timeless tradition of telling 
lies. He says that “Lying is a necessity of our circumstances.” It has become a virtue when in need. He quotes 
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the proverb which says, “Children and fools always speak the truth.” The inference is obvious. All the wise 
people do resort to lying when needed. He further quotes Parkman who had said that, “The principle of truth 
may itself be carried into an absurdity.” Quoting Parkman, Twain further says that no individual can merely 
survive upon speaking blatant truth always, for somewhere or the other, one feels the necessity to take resort 
to lying. He seems to support a lie which is spoken with an unselfish and charitable motive and which does 
not hurt other’s sentiments. 

    Further, Twain speaks about ‘silent lie’ as one of the forms of lying. This is wherein one conveys deception 
by keeping still and concealing the truth. The obstinate truth-mongers who think that they speak no lies, 
actually follow this mode of ‘silent lie.’ 

    To speak further about this, Twain states the incident of a lady who had availed the services of a nurse during 
her nephew’s illness. After availing the services, the Oakland Hospital had asked the lady to give her true 
feedback regarding the nurse. The lady had answered all except one question which she had left blank. The 
question said, “Was the nurse at any time guilty of a negligence which was likely to result in the patient’s 
taking cold?” Twain told the lady that her decision to leave it unanswered was an act of saying a silent lie. The 
lady knew that the nurse was good except that she could not be trusted blindly when it came to covering the 
patient and keeping him warm. Had the lady given the true feedback to the hospital, then the nurse could 
have been best used for her services in the domain wherein she was good at. 

    Herein, Twain also narrates a lie to the lady saying that Mr. Jone’s Willie was down with severe degree of 
scarlet fever and was attended by the same nurse. This little trigger caused by Twain’s lie made the lady rush 
to Mr. Jones and share the true details of the nurse. She even went on to share the true feedback about the 
nurse to the hospital. 

    Hence, the unselfish lie told by Twain made the lady realize her fault. She did realize about her having 
resorted to a silent lie. Her not having given the true feedback to save the nurse was done in the right 
impulse but the judgement was crude. Hence, Twain says that when necessary, one must lie thoughtfully and 
judiciously.

Answer 13

  (a)  Initially, the boy is quizzical and enquires details about this strange man. It is at this point that the readers 
begin to learn B. Wordsworth’s poetic and a possibly fantastic view on life. He told the young boy that ‘B’ 
in his name stood for ‘Black ‘and that he had a brother named ‘White Wordsworth’ with whom he shared a 
heart. While speaking he cries. When the boy asks him the reason, he says - "why, boy? why? You will know 
when you grow up. You’re a poet, too, you know. And when you're a poet you can cry for everything"  ‘B’ 
told the boy that he was one of the greatest poets of all time, yet he had never sold a poem. In fact, he even 
tried to sell a poem based on mothers to the boy’s mother for four cents, but was shoved off. The boy then 
asks him why he kept going around. He replies that in that way he watched many things and always hoped 
to meet poets.  When ‘B’ leaves the boy’s place, interestingly he wishes to see him again, hence giving a hint 
that the relationship between the boy and ‘B’ will continue to grow.

  (b)  In the story B. Wordsworth, the narrator revealed that the aging poet told the boy that his poem was not 
going well. On his deathbed, he offered to tell the boy a "funny story" and announced that the story about 
the boy poet and girl poet was untrue, as well as the claim that he had been writing "the greatest poem in the 
world. The narrator ran home crying, like a poet, for everything the narrator saw." He reported visiting the 
home of the poet many years later and finding that it had been destroyed and replaced.

    Despite the grand deception employed by the poet, the boy conceded through his narration that indeed he 
learned from the poet to cry and to see. The subtext of the poet's ruse is that being a poet is, independent of 
writing poetry, a lifestyle. For reasons once unknown to the boy, the poet claimed an affinity with him and, in 
so doing, convinced the boy of his own unique poetic sensibility. The poet, though deceptive and inscrutable, 
was a catalyst for the boy's coming of age. He taught him to embrace his emotion and powers of observation.

  (c)  ‘B. Wordsworth’ by Sir V.S. Naipaul is a story of a young boy and a man who wished to be the greatest poet 
but, unfortunately, could never be one. The story presents a poetic view of the challenges of being part of 
Caribbean society during that time and the impact that a foreign culture and language had upon the natives. 

    The protagonist B. Wordsworth is a vagabond who resided in a very simple one room hut that is surrounded 
by weeds, trees and overgrown bushes. He lived a simple, modest life and held an unusual appreciation for 
nature. However, his uniqueness laid in speaking English in a peculiar and flawless manner, despite, him 
being a man of simple means. 

    It is this fact which draws the attention of the young boy for the old man. As the further events and 
circumstances transpired in the story, we tend to realize the internal struggle that the characters had to face. 
The misplaced English of the young boy against the flawless English by B. Wordsworth, mirror the society in 
the Caribbean during those times. 
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    This contrast revealed the irony of the lives of the boy and B. The realization of having the dream to become 
the greatest poet but the incapacity to practically pursue it dawns upon ‘B’ towards his last days. The 
seemingly poetic language of the boy and the poetic nature of B. Wordsworth shows that poetry existed not 
in language, but in his lifestyle. The magical garden that existed around B’s house was a testament to it, but 
sadly was torn down only to exist in the boy’s memory.

Answer 14

    The most resounding theme in the story is about obsession. Society, be it any, runs on certain accepted norms 
and beliefs, theories and interpretations of life. Hence, if an individual tends to differ or challenge these set 
norms or theories, he is bound to face objections and obstacles. The reconciliation between Dr. Scott and 
Klausner towards the end of the story suggests that a compromise can be reached so that the individual 
can survive in the face of opposition. Dr. Scott’s submission to treat the ‘wound’ of the tree with iodine, on 
Klausner’s insistence also suggests so. People who hold different views from the rest are often labelled as 
mad. In the story, Klausner’s madness has been hinted at. His behavior and what he propounds seem strange 
and odd to others. This can be noted in the reactions exhibited by Dr. Scott and Mrs. Saunders to his theory. 
The question that lingers from the beginning to the end of the story is whether the sounds that Klausner 
heard were real or a mere figment of his imagination. Klausner, personally, is absolutely convinced about the 
existence of such sounds which humans cannot hear by themselves. Another theory that he claims is that the 
plants cry out on being cut and, hence get ‘wounded’ too. Though the questions remain unanswered as the 
sound machine which could have proved Klausner’s theory, gets destroyed.  ‘The Sound Machine’ shows us 
the difference between people. It suggests to the readers that one should accept people who have different 
ideas and personalities which may seem controversial. We may not be thoroughly convinced by their views, 
but it is always possible to live together in harmony, than an outright rejection.

Answer 15

    The story ‘Salvatore’ by Somerset Maugham is a very short, simple and straight-forward story written in third 
person narrative technique. The author narrates the story of a fisherman named Salvatore, who lived in an 
Italian island. It is basically a biographical sketch of the protagonist in chronological order. The story begins 
when he was a boy of fifteen years of age and ends when he is a middle-aged family man with two children 
and a wife who lived peacefully the hard life of a common fisherman. 

    The only extraordinary event that takes place in his life is of him getting inflicted with rheumatism, from 
which he never completely recovers. This illness of Salvatore becomes the reason for the breakup of his 
engagement with his lady-love. As a curious reader, one might expect a sudden twist in the tale, a turn of 
events, etc, but nothing of the sort ever happens. The story ends on a simple note narrating the usual course 
of events of Salvatore’s life as a middle-aged family man. 

    He married Assunta inspite of her no so great looks and she was also a little older than him. They lived in a 
tiny white washed cottage in the middle of a vineyard. He grew into a stout, jolly and a hard working guy but 
he retained his child like air., his pleasing eyes and his cool demeanour. He always stopped her from speaking 
bad about the girl who dooped him.  

    Salvatore worked hard, catching fish during night in fishing season and selling them early to be shipped to 
Naples. During the day he worked in the vineyard from dawn to dusk with a short break in the noon. His 
rheumatism often made it difficult for him to perform any physical activity. He bore the pain stoically and 
often had a friendly chat with those passing by him. Salvatore was a genteel loving father who played with 
his children and loved them dearly. 

    Thus, through the character of Salvatore, Maugham drew "The portrait of a man, just an ordinary fisherman who 
possessed nothing in the world except a quality which is the rarest, the most precious and the loveliest that anyone can 
have." i.e, 'Goodness, just goodness.' There was nothing heroic in him, no chivalry, no melodrama. Yet, Salvatore's 
character exudes the values that make a person adorable.  

Answer 16

  (a)  It is the night hour of the day and the sea is calm and quiet, filled with water at high-tide. The moon shines 
brightly upon the narrow English channel. Staring at the French coast at a far off distance, the poet sees the 
light gleaming on it. Later, as the light goes off, he concentrates on the English shore instead. The famous 
cliffs of Dover stand tall with their large wavering reflections in the quiet sea. The poet asks his lady to come 
to the window to enjoy the sunset night-air coming from where the sea meets the moonlit land of France. He 
asks her to listen to the continuous and the irritating sound of the pebbles drawn by the waves. The waves 
are drawing the stones backwards to the sea and then again throw them back onto high shore on their return 
journey. The sound of the waves begins, stops and then begins again. This trembling rhythm continues 
slowly. But now, it brings the eternal note of sadness. The monotonous rhythm of the waves makes the poet 
depressed, hence changing the tone of the poem from cheerful to melancholy.
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  (b)  From the initial moments of love, beauty and pleasure, the poem shifts towards the theme of sadness, 
melancholy and disturbance. The sound of sea waves makes the poet think of human misery which was there 
in the past, which is there in the present and is likely to be there in the times to come. Arnold mentions about 
the lack of faith in the modern societies, the eternal human miseries and sadness, the fearful uncertainty 
underlying the beauty of modern world. He says - “…for the world, which seems to lie before us like a land 
of dreams, ............ Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light.”

    He talks about man’s depleting faith in God and religion, “the sea of faith is fast receding”. There was a 
time when faith like the sea, girdled the world and sustained human beings. Now this sea is fast retreating, 
leaving behind bare and naked shingles. Doubts, confusions, and uncertainties have created a spiritual crisis 
by replacing religious faith.

  (c)  The poet urges his ladylove to ‘be true to one another’ as the new world which appears to be so beautiful, 
does not evoke much hope in him. To him, this dreamy modern world is not really a source of joy, love, light, 
certainty, peace or a reliever of pain. Hence, this chaotic, artificial world does not induce much hope in him. 
The poet compares the new modern world to a dark place wherein we are completely unaware of what we 
are doing. We are in a confused struggle as ignorant soldiers fight with each other in the darkness. Hence, the 
poet assesses the morally corrupted modern world, full of vanity.

Answer 17

    The poem ‘We are the Music Makers’ by O’Shaughnessy is a tribute to all the artists around the world. The 
main theme of the poem is the transformative power of art in all forms and the greatness of the artists. The 
poem accentuates the role of the artists in the world. 

    The social reforms that the works of the artists bring to the society, makes their presence vital for all the 
human beings. The artists dream and their dreams shape our reality, as they affect our minds and thoughts. 
An artist is someone who is more than a mortal-he is the creator of art. 

    An artist creates music that soothes us, paintings that entice us, sculptures that move us, stories that amaze 
us. The poet has defended the artists and disagreed with the view that artists are escapists. The creations 
of artists subdue the harshness of reality and makes one appreciate the beauty of life. The artists are the 
creators in their own terms and their creations are eternal. The divinity that they create through their works 
is supreme. 

    The poet says that though the artists wander by the lone sea and oceans, they do so to find inspiration and 
not merely to escape. The artists play a powerful role of being the ‘movers and shakers’ who challenge the 
realms of society through their art. Their power surfaces when their art rebels against the norms set by 
society. Their work contrasts their escapist nature from the revolutionary one. 

    O’ Shaughnessy says that the artists have inspired and beautified mankind with their eternal creations. He 
believes that through their powerful creations or ‘deathless ditties,’ the artists have inspired people to build 
‘the world’s greatest cities’. They have adorned the empire’s glory with their fanciful fabulous stories.

Answer 18

     ‘John Brown’ by Bob Dylan is an anti-war lyric. It tells the story of an American mother who sends her son 
John Brown to war on some foreign land. The song follows the young soldier and his mother’s lives. Dylan 
shows us the true fate of the American soldier who is stationed in foreign countries for war. He also questions 
the very nature of war and shows us that there is no nobility in warfare, thereby strengthening the idea of 
pacifisms. 

    In the beginning of the poem, serving the country has been shown as an act of pride and heroism through 
the extreme happiness expressed by John’s mother. Looking at her son clad up as a soldier fills the mother 
with a sense of gratitude. Though, the sudden return of John from the war field back to his home indicates 
that unforeseen events awaited John’s mother. 

    When the mother went down to the station to receive John, she had expected to see a refined soldier, but 
what she saw was unimaginable. Initially, she failed to recognize her own son for John had borne immense 
physical pain and numerous disabilities in the war. His arm was imputed; his face bore scars from bullet and 
grenade wounds. He wore a metal brace around his waist to support himself from walking. His voice was 
slow and faced difficulty in speaking. On top of all these, he had also undergone mental trauma and felt 
anguished against the futility of war. 

    In an attempt to pacify his mother who was shattered on witnessing the distressed state of her son, John 
revealed to his mother that wars are nothing noble at all. He told his mother that when he was at the war-
field, he wondered why he was even there, for he felt that he was only trying to kill somebody, who was as 
young and as innocent as him in a do-or-die situation. 
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    John realized how chaotic, insane and irrational the war was. Wars are nothing but a means to kill one 
another, eventually resulting in the loss of human lives for hardly any humane causes. 

    At war-field, soldiers are a mere puppet in the hands of the warmongers who controlled their actions. To 
them, the lives of the soldier did not matter against the final outcome of the war. 

    Towards the end of the song, before retiring to home, John dropped his medals in the hands of his mother. 
This overwhelming scene leaves us wondering if these medals, which are mere empty tokens of pride, 
are actually worth the suffering that John went through and the damage that he endured will be carried 
throughout his life. 

    Hence, wars are nothing glorious, especially due to the destruction and its ill-effect on the innocent soldiers 
and the entire human life. The song busts the myth of heroism and patriotism attached with warfare. Dylan 
strongly disapproves of war and attempts to awaken the common people against the propaganda of war and 
bravery indoctrinated by the warmongers.
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SECTION – A
 (Compulsory)

TEMPEST – Shakespeare
Question 1

Choose two of the passages (a) to (c) and answer briefly the questions that follow:

(a) Prospero :  Well demanded, wench :

    May tale provokes that question. Dear, they durst not

    So dear the love my people bore me, nor set

    A mark so bloody on the business; but

    With colours fairer painted their foul ends.

    In few, they hurried us abroad a barque,

    Bore us some leagues to sea, where they prepar'd

    A rotten carcass of a butt, not rigg'd,

    Nor tackle, sail, nor mast - the very rats

    Instinctively have quit it.

 (i) Where is Prospero ? What does he refer to by `well demanded’ ? [1]

Ans.  Prospero is in his cell on the uninhabited island. ‘Well demanded’ is a remark to the question asked by 
 Miranda. ‘Well demanded’ here means that the question is good and according to the circumstances.

 (ii) What does Prospero mean by “the business”, referred to in the extract ? [2] 

Ans.  Propsero’s enemies have conspired against him and dethroned him from the Dukehood of Milan. In this plot, 
they decided to overthrow Propsero during the night and his brother Antonio to take over as Duke of Milan 
in his place. This entire plot has been referred to as “the business” by Propsero.

 (iii) In what context has Prospero earlier mentioned Milan ?  [2]

Ans.  Prospero had earlier mentioned Milan in front of Miranda while telling her that she was not born poor. Rather 
she was born as an elite and was the natural daughter of Prospero, the then Duke of Milan.

 (iv) What saved Prospero from death? Who is listening to his tale ? [2]

Ans.  The smile of his infant daughter gave him courage and raised his spirits. He was motivated to stand up against 
his misfortunes and survive to avenge himself and his daughter. Miranda, his daughter, is listening to the tale 
being narrated by Prospero.

 (v) What other kindness was done to Prospero and by whom ? [2]

Ans.  A noble Neapolitan, Gonzalo’ was appointed to execute the plan of stranding Prospero and his infant daughter 
on the sea in a rotten old boat. Out of pity, Gonzalo provided them with costly clothes, linen, goods and some 
other essential commodities.
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 (vi) Give the meanings of the following words as they are used in the context of the passage : [1] 
  (a) barque
  (b) carcass
Ans.  (a) boat
  (b) dead body
(b) Caliban : I have seen thee in her, and I do adore thee. My mistress
    show'd me thee, and thy dog and thy bush.
 Stephano : Come, swear to that; kiss the book. I will furnish it anon
    with new contents. Swear.

Caliban drinks
 Trinculo : By this good light, this is a very shallow monster! I
    afeard of him! A very weak monster! The man i `th’
    moon! A most poor, credulous monster! Well drawn,
    monster, in good sooth!
 Caliban : I'll show thee every fertile inch o `th’ island-and I will
    kiss thy foot. I prithee, be my god.
 (i) Where and under what circumstances had Caliban met Stephano and Trinculo ? [1]
Ans.  On the uninhabited island, Caliban, bearing his logs, met Trinculo. He believed him to be one of the spirits 

whom Prospero had sent to torture him. As a storm was blowing, Trinculo took shelter under Caliban’s cloak. 
The two were lying together on the ground when Stephano joins them.

 (ii) How had the two arrived at the island ? [2]
Ans.  The two had arrived on the island after the ship carrying them met the sea storm – the tempest – was wrecked 

and many of the passengers aboard were assumed to be dead.
 (iii) Where does Caliban claim to have seen Stephano ? Why does he refer to ”thy dog” and “thy bush” ? [2]
Ans.  Caliban claimed to have seen Stephano in the moon. The mountain in the moon as seen from the earth 

resembles the shape of a man with a lantern, a dog and bush. It is to this “thy dog” and “thy bush” to which 
Caliban is referring to.

 (iv) Why is Caliban so impressed by the two men ? What does he offer to do for them ? [2]
Ans.  The Caliban is impressed by the two men as he considers them to be good creatures carrying with them the 

heavenly drink (wine). He looked upon them to help him get rid of Prospero and Ariel. He offered to show 
them every fertile spot on that island, to kiss their feet, to make them king of the island and be their subject, to 
show them the finest springs of water, pluck berries, catch fish, get plenty of firewood, take them to the place 
where crab-apples grew, dig pig-nuts with his long nails, show them jay’s nets and the like.

 (v) What does Caliban's words, ”I prithee be my god” tell you about him ? [2]
Ans.  By saying “I prithee be my god”, Caliban requested Stephano to be his god so that he can worship Stephano. 

This shows us that Caliban desperately wanted to get rid of Prospero and was keen to look upon any person 
who can help him in getting rid of Prospero. It also shows that Caliban was quite superstitious and believed 
everyone. When Stephano told that he had been on moon,he quickly accepted this and stated that he had 
seen Stephano along with a dog and bush on the moon.

 (vi) Give the meanings of the following words as they are used in the context of the passage:  [1]
  (a) anon
  (b) credulous
Ans.  (a) again
  (b) simple
(c) Ferdinand :  This my mean task
    Would be as heavy to me, as odious, but
    The mistress which I serve quickens what's dead,
    And makes my labours pleasures. O, she is
    Ten times more gentle than her father's crabb'd,
    And he's composed of harshness. I must remove
    Some thousands of these logs and pile them up,
    Upon a sore injunction.
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 (i) Where is Ferdinand ? Who had given this ”mean task” to him ? [1]

Ans.  Ferdinand is on the uninhabited island carrying logs of wood and piling them upon each other. Prospero had 
given this “mean task” to him.

 (ii) What is Ferdinand's attitude to this task ? [2]

Ans.  Ferdinand does not want to do the task. He, being a prince who had led a life of luxury, considered the given 
task as tedious and hateful.

 (iii) Who is the ”mistress” referred to by Ferdinand ? In what way is she compared to his master? [2]

Ans.  Miranda is the “mistress” referred to by Ferdinand. She is considered ten times gentle than Prospero, her 
father and the master of Ferdinand.

 (iv) How had the ’mistress’ reacted to her first sight of Ferdinand ? Why had she reacted in this manner ?  [2]

Ans.  Miranda wept when he saw Ferdinand carrying logs of wood for the first time. She told Ferdinand that such 
hard work had never been done by anyone so noble as him. She reacted in this manner because deep down 
in her heart, she had fallen in love at first sight with Ferdinand.

 (v) What does his ’mistress’ subsequently offer to do for Ferdinand ? How does he react to his offer ? [2]

Ans.  Miranda subsequently offered Ferdinand to take some rest while her father was busy in the study. He told her 
that he had to finish that work by the evening or face severe punishment. Miranda then offered him to take 
some rest and in the meantime, she will carry some logs of wood on his behalf. To this, Ferdinand responded 
that he was willing to crack his muscles and break his back before allowing Miranda to do that tedious and 
hateful task.

 (vi) Give the meanings of the following words as they are used in the context of the passage : [1]

  (a) crabb'd
  (b) injunction

Ans.  (a) bad temper
  (b) punishment

SECTION – B
  (Answer four questions in all, choosing at least one question from each of the three prescribed textbooks.)

THE TEMPEST – Shakespeare

Question 2

 Referring closely to the banquet scene in the play, answer the following questions :

 (a) Describe how the banquet appears before Alonso and his companions, and then disappears. [8]

Ans.  Alonso was exhausted by his wanderings in search of Ferdinand, his missing son. At last, he gave up all search 
and hope of finding him. Antonio and Sebastian whispered and resolved to execute their plot again, that very 
night when they expected the watch to be loose due to the exhaustion of the party. Suddenly, solemn and 
strange music was heard. Then, several strange shapes entered, bringing in a banquet. They danced about 
with gentle actions of greeting and then inviting the King and his royal party to eat. After this, the shapes 
departed. They all speculated about the strange phenomenon. At last, they decided that they should eat. But 
when they sat down to the banquet, Ariel entered in the shape of a harpy and snatched away the banquet. 

  Then Ariel addressed Sebastian, Antonio and Alonso. He reminded them of the wrong done by them to 
Prospero and told them that the elements now enact punishment for this act. He warned Alonso that the loss 
of his son was a part of the punishment and added that unless he repented in time, further punishments will 
follow.

 (b) What does Ariel tell the ’three men of sin’? [6]

Ans.  Ariel called Sebastian, Antonio and Alonso as ‘three men of sin’. He told them that they were three sinners. 
The world and all that is in it are in the hands of Destiny, which first caused the insatiable sea to swallow them 
and then throw them up on that uninhabited island. He called them unfit to live among other human beings. 
He told them that he had caused them to become mad with suicidal tendencies by hanging or drowning. He 
called himself and his companions as Messengers of Fate whom their swords cannot destroy just as air and 
water cannot be stabbed by the swords. He further told them that, he and his companions are unconquerable 
and immune to any type of harm. He told them that he had come there to avenge Prospero and his infant 
daughter whom those three have wronged in the past.

 (c) What effect does the whole episode have on Alonso and his companions ? [6]

Ans.  Ariel makes the banquet disappear and accuses Antonio, Sebastian, and Alonso of being the instruments of 
sin. Although the men draw their swords, they are frozen in place by magic and are unable to lift up their 
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arms. The king is shaken by what he has seen and heard, and he flees, as do Antonio and Sebastian. Worried 
that they might harm themselves, Gonzalo sends Adrian and Francisco to watch them. This scene provides 
the climax of Prospero's plan and the denouement of Antonio's many plots. Antonio, Sebastian, and Alonso 
are powerless against Prospero's magic. Their plotting against him — and Antonio and Sebastian's subsequent 
plotting against Alonso — is ineffectual in the face of Prospero's greater power. 

Question 3

  What does Prospero narrate about Ariel's period of servitude to Sycorax ? What is Prospero's purpose in relating 
this account ?    [20]

Ans.  Ariel is the chief spirit of the island and controls the other spirits. Prospero found him imprisoned in a pine 
tree where he had been left by a witch called Sycorax, who died before Prospero arrived. In return for being 
freed from the tree, Ariel now serves Prospero and carries out his magical orders. Prospero promises Ariel that 
if he does everything he is asked to, he will be set free. At the end of the play, when Prospero has achieved 
everything he wanted with Ariel’s help, he says goodbye to Ariel and sets him free.  No other character in the 
play can see Ariel apart from Prospero. Ariel is loyal to Prospero but is also keen to have his freedom. 

  Prospero constantly reminds Ariel of Sycorax’s cruel treatment to maintain the spirit’s service. Prospero sends 
Miranda to sleep and summons his spirit servant Ariel to praise him for creating the tempest. When asked to 
complete a new task, however, Ariel resists, prompting the magician to remind him of his debt; on coming 
to the island Prospero freed Ariel from enslavement to the witch Sycorax. Once threatened, Ariel seeks 
Prospero’s pardon and departs to do his bidding.

ECHOES

Question 4

 (a) Describe the manner in which the writer acquired the Gorilla N’Pongo in the story A Gorilla in the Guest 
Room?      [8]

Ans.  “A Gorilla in the Guest Room” is a very candid expression of the author’s attempt to conserve species which 
were threatened with extinction in the wild state. His efforts to buy a baby gorilla and bring him to the zoo, 
not as a showpiece but as a species that needs to be conserved, spells out the kind of attachment that Durrell 
shares with the animal. Durrell was determined to buy it, as he said “the gorilla had been high on my list of 
priorities.” The author braves many battles to bring the gorilla and perhaps this is one of the reasons why it 
marks the formation of a strong bond between the two. N’Pongo wins the heart of the author with his dainty 
moves and good behaviour in the very first meeting. Despite his friendly and good behaviour, the author was 
wary of keeping him in his house as a guest because of his last experience with the chimpanzee. He watched 
him like a hawk but N’Pongo was sure to win him over with his “beautiful behaviour”. N’Pongo was soon to 
go on from being a guest in his house to an important family member, almost like a son to him and his family.

 (b) How did N’Pongo behave in the narrator's home and with Nandy? [6]

Ans.  Owing to his extrovert nature, N’ Pongo seemed to be immediately to bond with the narrator. He carefully 
observed the narrator, his new owner and a new family, and started investigating his beard. The narrator 
tickled his risk leaving him giggling hoarsely.  N’ Pongo exhibited great mannerism for his species. Very 
daintily, he ate the banana offered to him at the airport. Even during his drive down the zoo, on Jersey Island, 
he sat quietly on the narrator’s lap and keenly observed the surrounding. His courteous manner and the sad 
expression seemed to even convince Jacquie on one hand and the narrator’s another. He was welcomed with 
numerous delicacies and the zoo staff came to visit him while N’ Pongo laid back on the sofa in the narrator’s 
guest-room. On getting boarded, he walked around the room to examine it with interest. N’ Pongo’s beautiful 
behavior of being gentle and careful with the various articles kept in the living room, captivated the narrator. 
But eventually, a few interesting events did take place before the baby gorilla moved into the cage in the zoo. 
Soon ‘Nandy’ was introduced into N’ Pongo’s life. The narrator took all the possible safety measures to avert 
accidents, if any. Within the next two days however, N’ Pongo and Nandy bonded together, sharing the same 
cage and all its belonging.

 (c) Give an account of the narrator's care and concern when N’Pongo fell ill. [6]

Ans.  The narrator was about to travel to France for three weeks but was seriously worried about N’ Pongo’s 
depreciating health. He was suffering from a form of colitis and eventually lost his weight. Gone was his 
giggling exuberance and he lost his appetite. Like a fatherly figure, the narrator went down to the market 
with Jacquie to choose various fruits that might arouse N’ Pongo’s appetite. Finally, the narrator bought him a 
watermelon which did work positively for N’ Pongo. He resumed his liking for food and with proper dosages 
of antibiotic, he went on to recover. By the time the narrator returned from his expedition in France, N’ Pongo 
had resumed his health, had glittering mischief in his eyes and extended a warm delightful welcome to the 
narrator. 
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Question 5

  Which aspects of Salvatore's nature does the author highlight in the short story Salvatore ? [20]

Ans.  One of the first qualities indirectly attributed to Salvatore is responsibility. We are told that Salvatore “acted 
as nursemaid to his two younger brothers“, ever watchful of their safety and wellbeing and comes off as a 
caring brother. This is one of the first among a multiplicity of qualities that go into the making of the admirable 
unity of Goodness. He is a passionate lover and remains faithful towards the girl he loves. While on his naval 
duty, his thoughts are preoccupied with the girl who he has left behind and he constantly writes long letters 
to his lover. It is a different matter that he doesn’t receive any letter of response from the other end. This 
quality of giving without expecting anything in return speaks of the sincerity of his love and the generosity 
of this human being . While abroad, Salvatore’s health deteriorates and as if the illness weren’t  enough, he 
returns home only to face the full blow of a blunt breakup. The girl pulls no punches and he clearly doesn’t 
see it coming. It is a clear knockout: “He wept on his mother’s bosom. He was terribly unhappy, but he did 
not blame the girl…he did not complain, and he never said a harsh words of the girl he had loved so well.“ 
This speaks volumes about the character of this man. Despite being wronged, he tries to understand the other 
person’s situation and holds no grudge against her. This is a magnanimous gesture on his part that is rarely 
seen in the real world. Therefore, each instance of Salvatore’s life is marked by the display of one quality 
or the other. When we analyse the brief account of Salvatore’s  life , we find such qualities scattered along  
his journey from childhood to fatherhood.   Salvatore has the rare quality of goodness because one glance 
at his life-history shows that he is loving, carefree, humble, patient dutiful, responsible childlike, empathic, 
forgiving, gentle, hardworking, well mannered, magnanimous, caring, honest and above all has the tendency 
to do good despite the hardships he has endured and the  unfairness with which he has been dealt with. In 
short, he  is a man above his circumstances he’s trapped in and the ‘goodness’ which resides in him refuses 
to be shaped by the hardships of life. Whether it is his care for his brothers, his duty towards his country, his 
forgiveness for the woman who rejected him, his acceptance of  another who loved  him, his hardworking 
nature, his affection for his children and his sheer strength of character,  all go into the making of this quality 
which sets him apart from his fellow men – the quality of goodness.  And above all, this goodness is tempered   
with humility.

Question 6

  Referring closely to the short story The Chinese Statue describe how the valuable piece of art is acquired by Sir 
Alexander Heathcote. How is it passed down to his descendants and what happens to it finally? [20]

Ans.  Sir Alexander had an amateur interest in the art of the Ming dynasty. Hence, when he was appointed as a 
minister to represent the government in China for a tenure of three years, he made the most of the opportunity 
at hand to live his interest thoroughly. Sir Alexander travelled on horse-back into the outlying districts to learn 
more about the country and its people. On one such outings, Sir Alexander happened to pass through a 
small village, about some fifty miles from paling, called Ha Li Chuan. Here, he met an old craftsman and was 
mesmerised by the collection of work that he has which include beautiful miniature emperors, classical figures 
etc. After a hearty chat with the craftsman and showering of compliments to the craftsman’s art, the sculptor 
gifted Sir Alexander a priceless statue. It was a six inch tall, ivory statue of Emperor Kung. Sir Alexander felt 
confident that it was sculpted by the great Pen, Q. somewhere around the turn of the fifteenth century. As per 
the Chinese custom, one must return the kindness within the calendar year, when a person shows generosity. 
Hence, Sir Alexander called for a large part of his savings in the Bank, to reach him in Perking, at the earliest. 
A background check of the craftsman was made, whose name was Yung lee. With the approval from the 
Empress lady Heathcote, Sir Alexander gifted Yung Lee with a small white house of the perfect proportions, 
guarded by two stone lion dogs at the front entrance. Yung Lee was speechless and overwhelmed. After 
the completion of his tenure and being titled the K.C.V.O. and awarded with the ‘Silver star of China’, Sir 
Alexander completed the work at the Foreign Office and eventually retired to his native Yorkshire. He wrote 
a will which stated that the statue be kept in the family for generations and never to be disposed off, unless 
the family’s honors was at stake. Hence, each of Sir Alexander’s heirs, all of whom turned out to become civil 
servants and army officers, obeyed the legacy of the will and kept the statuette very safely and in great glory 
until the latest descendent; Alex Heathcoat lost all his money in playing roulette at an elderly age of sixties. 
As the circumstances had it and what the will directed, Alex decided to sell the Ming Statue in order to save 
the family honour, for forging a huge debts that would bring shame on the family name. To his shock though, 
he discovered that the statue was fake and was only worth eight hundred guineas at the most. But just as 
he contemplates suicide, he also finds out that the base of the statue was authentic and belonged to fifteenth 
century. Eventually, at the auction, the Ming Statue (Lot No. 103), brought him seven hundred and twenty 
guineas and the base brought him twenty-two thousand guineas, largely enough to repay all his debts and 
lead a life on his own terms.
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REVERIE

Question 7

 Referring closely to the poem The Spider and the fly, answer the following questions :

 (a) Describe the different ways in which the spider tried to persuade the fly to enter his parlour. [8]

Ans.  With a charming invitation into his home, the spider is trying to entice the fly. He describes his parlour as the 
‘prettiest’ and, hence arouses a sense of inquisitiveness in the fly. The descriptions of his home as a mysterious 
wonderful place, along with other details, are added to arouse the fly’s curiosity. Having kept a close eye on 
the fly, spider tries a different tactic for his next move. Pretending to be her sympathizer, the spider frets over 
how tired the fly must be after a day of intense flying. He goes far as to even offer her a respite from the day’s 
activities. He even tries to win the fly’s confidence by means of flattery by commenting upon her flight, saying 
“soaring up so high.” The spider even proposes to personally tuck the fly. The spider tries to manipulate the 
fly into feeling guilty for rejecting his numerous attempts of friendship. He invites the fly to enjoy food stored 
in his pantry. The spider heaps flattery on the fly by praising her wit and wisdom. He sends out the message 
that he acknowledges the fly being smart. The spider begins to praise the fly’s loveliness; the gauzy wings and 
brilliant eyes. The spider speaks in a tone as if he was introducing the fly with her beauty of which she was 
unaware. He again invites the fly to see herself in the looking glass. 

 (b) How did the fly resist the temptations of the spider ? [6]

Ans.  The fly wisely sees through the spider’s deviousness. She is aware that the spider has eaten his previous 
guests. Clearly declining she tells the spider that asking her into his home is ‘in vain’ for she knows that those 
who go through the ‘winding stair ’ into his home never comes out. The fly was alert to the perils of falling for 
the spider’s flattery. The fly turns down the spider’s offer remarking on his evident ill-repute as a host and 
the obvious fact that anyone who goes for a sleep over at the spider’s parlour, never wakes up again. The fly 
politely remains firm on her stand and not fall prey to the spider. She is not keen on him as a friend and keeps 
distance by turning down his repetitive invitations. 

 (c) Do you feel that the poem has any relevance to our lives ? Give your views. [6]

Ans.  This poem reflects relevant trends of vanity and predation in today's society. Firstly, many people are 
extremely caught up in their appearances. They are vain about how they look and purchase products that 
claim to improve their beauty. As we read in the poem, this makes them more susceptible to flattery from evil 
people. The news frequently has stories about victims lured to follow seductive strangers through flattery. 
Perhaps if these gullible people had been more attentive, they could have avoided the danger to which they 
exposed themselves. To sum up, although the moral of the poem is universal and relevant to any time period, 
it certainly reflects current trends of pervasive vanity in society and an abundance of people eager to take 
advantage of and prey upon the vanity of others.

Question 8

  What does Mother India say about her brave sons in the poem The Gift of India ?  [20]

Ans.  The poem ‘The Gift of India’ by Sarojini Naidu is emotionally surcharged with the feeling of pride towards 
the duty-bound martyrs of the Indian soil and a pathos expressing the sacrifice of these Indian youths for 
something as futile as war.

  Mother India wonders as to what remains of her that can be given as rich gifts to the countries of the east and 
the west. Along with clothes, food grains and gold, Mother India has also sent her son i.e. the youth of her 
land in distant battleground to fight someone else’s war. The soldiers who died in those battlefields found 
their resting place in their graves in the foreign land of Persia; there were some soldiers who were left with 
severed limbs. The soldiers lying motionless on the blood-stained battlefield looked like the withered beauty 
of the flowers scattered in the sun parched meadows of Flanders and France.

  Mother India is beseeching the recognition of the sacrifice of her youth amidst the pang at the loss of 
her sons. Mother India questions the foreign countries if they can measure her grief, her tears, her woes or 
sufferings at the sight of the bloodshed caused by war. In spite of the deep-rooted anguish, Mother India is 
filled with pride for her sons who had fought the war and brought victory. Mother India’s voice has become 
the voice of the countless Indian mothers whose sons had fought in the war and either have been sacrificed 
or suffered due to war.

  Though being hopeful of the beginning of a new life after the end of war, Mother India beseeches the colonial 
masters to generously heap praise and recognise her young warriors who made victory possible.
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Question 9

  The poem John Brown contrasts the illusions of the mother regarding war with the reality experienced by her 
son. Discuss.    [20]

Ans.  ‘John Brown’ by Bob Dylan is an anti-war lyric. It tells the story of an American mother who sends her son 
John Brown to war on some foreign land. The song follows the young soldier and his mother’s lives. Dylan 
shows us the true fate of the American soldier who is stationed in foreign countries for war. He also questions 
the very nature of war and shows us that there is no nobility in warfare, thereby strengthening the idea of 
pacifisms.

  In the beginning of the poem, serving the country has been shown as an act of pride and heroisms through 
the extreme happiness expressed by John’s mother. Looking at her son clad up as a soldier fills the mother 
with a sense of gratitude. Though, the sudden return of John from the war field back to his home indicates 
that unforeseen events awaited John’s mother.

  When the mother went down to the station to receive John, she had expected to see a refined soldier, but 
what she saw was unimaginable. Initially, she failed to recognize her own son for John had borne immense 
physical pain and numerous disabilities in the war. His arm was imputed; his face bore scars from bullet 
and grenade wounds. He wore a metal brace around his waist to support himself from walking. His voice 
was slow and faced difficulty in speaking. On top of all these, he had also undergone mental trauma and felt 
anguished against the futility of war.

  In an attempt to pacify his mother who was shattered on witnessing the distressed state of her son, John 
revealed to his mother that wars are nothing noble at all. He told his mother that when he was at the war-
field, he wondered why he was even there, for he felt that he was only trying to kill somebody, who was as 
young and as innocent as him in a do-or-die situation.

  John realized how chaotic, insane and irrational the war was. Wars are nothing but a means to kill one 
another, eventually resulting in the loss of human lives for hardly any humane causes.

  At war-field, soldiers are a mere puppet in the hands of the warmongers who controlled their actions. To 
them, the lives of the soldier did not matter against the final outcome of the war.

  Towards the end of the song, before retiring to home, John dropped his medals in the hands of his mother. This 
overwhelming scene leaves us wondering if these medals, which are mere empty tokens of pride, are actually 
worth the suffering that John went through and the damage that he endured will be carried throughout his 
life.

  Hence, wars are nothing glorious, especially due to the destruction and its ill-effect on the innocent soldiers 
and the entire human life. The song busts the myth of heroism and patriotism attached with warfare. Dylan 
strongly disapproves of war and attempts to awaken the common people against the propaganda of war and 
bravery indoctrinated by the warmongers.

 


